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INTRODUCTION
The nucleic acid double strand helix is nowknownto have several structural forms that are themselves rather variable or changeable in response
to environmental conditions such as ionic strength, temperature, and the
presence of a wide variety of solutes in the solutions in whichthe solvent
is almost always water. A commonchemistry amongall of these helical
forms is the reaction that separates the strands of the helices into single
strands. The strands ideally maybe thought of as random coils but, in
reality, may fold back upon themselves and form local double stranded
helical regions of secondary structure. The process of separation of the
strands in the double helices is called melting by analogy to the melting of
a crystal, because the transition of a long helix from double-stranded form
to single-stranded form occurs in a narrow temperature interval with high
temperature favoring the single strands and low temperature favoring the
helix. Despite the descriptive language, it is clearly incorrect to think
of the helix-coil transition as a phase transition, for there are major inhomogeneitiesin nucleic acid helices that invariably lead to stable intermediate states, each with its ownmelting temperature, in the transition
from helix to coil. Whena sample of melted single strands is allowed to
reverse the melting process and reform the double helix, the process is
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called renaturation. This process follows second-order kinetics, and,
because in very complex or heterogeneous DNAsamples renaturation can
take a long time, the process is often referred to as an annealingprocess.
Nucleic acid renaturation has become a remarkably important and
specific analytical tool since it was first observed by Marmur&Lane (1)
and Doty et al (2) that the complementary strands of DNAcan be renatured by "annealing" solutions of denatured DNAat approximately
20°C below the melting temperature of the DNAfor extended periods of
time. Hybridization is a term used to describe the renaturation of a labeled
single-stranded probe molecule with a denatured target sample. The formal
distinction between a renaturation experiment and a hybridization experiment is that in true renaturation the desired goal is thermodynamically
stable and is therefore the final product of all possible reactions. In the
hybridization experiment the desired goal can be kinetically isolated, but
if given enoughtime the hybridized probe, typically short relative to the
target molecules, will ultimately be displaced when the target has completed the renaturation process if both the target and its complementary
strand are initially present ,in the samplebeing probed. Initial procedures
using hybridization analysis were performed in solution (3, 4).
Britten & Kohne (5) introduced Cot analysis in 1968. They discovered
that when a DNAsample is fragmented into pieces of 400 base pairs,
denatured, and renatured, the rate of renaturation was governed by the
"complexity" of the original DNA.Thus, if one started with a sample of
viral DNAwith a total DNAcontent of 30,000 basepairs at a definite
weight concentration, this sample will renature 100,000 times faster than
the unique sequences in a sample of human DNAat the same weight
concentration because the haploid genome of humans contains 3 billion
basepairs. This result has been experimentally verified and provides proof
that the renaturation process is described by a simple second-order process.
The second-order rate constant derived from these data is
k = 1.6 × 106 liter/mole second.
Hybridization has becomean extraordinarily powerful tool because it
provides an easy assay for base sequence. The probe will only hybridize
to its complementarysequence or one with a small number of mismatches.
Researchers have confronted manyexperimental difficulties with solution
hybridization experiments, however; in which target renaturation competed with probe-target hybridization and with which a reliable separation
method was needed to distinguish hybridized from unhybridized probe.
The procedures involving DNAand RNAimmobilization on nitrocellulose were developed to solve both of these problems and have been
the mainstay of hybridization analysis for 12 years (6, 7). The Southern
blot has bcen used to identify specific sequences in DNAfragments that
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have been separated by gel electrophoresis. Colony hybridization provides
still another detection procedure in which sequence separations do not
arise by gel electrophoresis but by cloning and plating of living cells
(8-10).
The development and automation of the chemistry for the synthesis of
oligodeoxyribonucleotides has rekindled an interest in the fundamental
understanding of the hybridization of relatively short oligonucleotides (10
to 100 bases long) to denatured target nucleic acid samples of higher
molecular weight in solution. Because such a hybridization is controlled
both by the thermodynamicstabilities of the helical duplex strand interactions and by the kinetics of manycompeting processes, the ability to
trap intermediates photochemically in these hybridization reactions has
proven to be valuable. Experiments have revealed the important
thermodynamicand kinetic parameters associated with such solution hybridizations, and have established methodsfor increasing the sensitivity
and discrimination and reducing the time required for the hybridization
measurement.
SYNTHESIS
OF A PHOTOCROSSLINKABLE
OLIGON UCLEOTIDE
PROBE
Psoralen (I) is a linear furocoumarin. Those psoralen derivatives which
photoreact with nucleic acids do so in three distinct steps. First, a dark
binding by intercalation between the DNAhelix base pairs occurs. These
intercalated psoralens are in equilibrium with psoralens that are free in
solution. Thus, the efficiency and specificity of photoreaction is partially
governed by the dissociation constants associated with this intercalative
binding (11).

Second, when an intercalated psoralen is excited by electromagnetic
radiation with wavelength between 320 nmand 400 nm, addition products
to the nucleic acid are formed. Cyclobutane addition occurs between the
5,6 double bond of a pyrimidine (primarily thymine) adjacent to the
intercalated molecule and either the 4’,5’ double bond in the furan ring or
the 3,4 double bond in the pyrone ring of the psoralen, In the case of
4,5’,8-trimethylpsoralen derivatives, the principal monoadductsare furan
adducts (97%).
Third, since the furan monoadducts are substituted coumarins, which
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retain a strong absorbance between 320 and 380 nm, photon absorption
by a monoadduct that is positioned in the DNAhelix adjacent to a
pyrimidine on the opposite strand may produce a second cyclobutane
bridge between the 3,4 positions of the pyrone ring and the 5,6 positions
of the pyrimidine. Such a reaction results in the formation of a covalent
cross-link in the nucleic acid helix. Figure 1, summarizesthese steps.
The description of this photochemical system requires noting two
additional properties. First, psoralens free in solution dimerize and photo-
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react with solvent to produce breakdown products that are no longer
capable of photoreaction with nucleic acids. Second, as is the case with
most cycloaddition photochemistry, the cyclobutane rings in both
monoadductsand cross-links can be photoreversed by excitation at shorter
wavelengths, typically at 260 nm.
The stereochemistry of the psoralen cycloadducts to DNAhas been
determined to be cis-syn by nuclear magnetic resonance of the thymidine
nucleoside monoadducts and diadducts (12-14) and by X-ray crystallography of the thymine furan-side monoadducts(15, 16), which were
isolated by degradation of DNAthat had been photoreacted with 8methoxypsoralen(8-MOP), 4,5’,8-trimethylpsoralen (TMP),or 4’-hydroxymethyl-4,5’,8-trimethylpsoralen.
Although many other stereochemical
products are found in the direct photochemical reaction of thymine and
psoralen, the helix restricts the position of the intercalated psoralen so that
only cis-syn adducts are formed. Althoughthis places severe restrictions
on the monoadducts that must be synthesized on oligonucleotide probes
if these monoadductsare to serve as photocrosslinking sites in the nucleic
acid helix, it also provides precise structural specificity for the existence of
the nucleic acid helix formed betweenthe probe and its target.
Gamper et al (17) showed that 5’-TpA-3’ sequences in DNAduplex
helical regions were six times more likely to photoreact with 4’-hydroxymethyl-4,5’,8-trimethylpsoralen (HMT)than the average reactive site
DNA.1This observation provides the basis for a photochemical route to
the formation of furan side monoadductedoligonucleotide probes. Two
procedures are currently used. Both start with two oligonucleotides that
are different in length, are complementary to each other, and have a
single 5’-TpA-3’ on each strand in the complementaryregions. The oligo
sequences are often chosen so that no other internal thymines are part of
the helical region formed betweenthe two oligomers. Van Houten et al (18)
used an 8-mer of sequence 5’-TCGTAGCT-3’
and a 12-mer of sequence 5’GAAGCTACGAGC-3’.
In a strategy first described by Cimino et al (19),
these two oligomers are placed in approximately equimolar amounts at
concentrations of 0.25 to 0.35 mg/ml in a buffer containing 0.1 MNaC1
and 0.010 MMgC12,0.03 mg/ml HMT,and 1% ethan61. The solution is
irradiated for 3 rain at 4°C with 320-380 nm ultraviolet light at 600
2. In Figure 2, crosslinked 8-mer-12-meris readily purified by gel
mW/cm
electrophoresis, yielding two resolved products, both crosslinked at the
central 5’-TpA-3’ with 70% overall yield. One product has the furan
adduct on the 8-mer, the other on the 12-mer, so the two differ only in the
~The DNAstrand has polarity. The 5’-TpA-3’ refer to an internal thymine-adenine base
sequence in such a DNAstrand being read from the 5’ end to the 3’ end.
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polarity of the crosslink. The partial photoreversal of each of these isolated
orientational isomers of the crosslink with 254 nmlight provides a route
to each of four monoadduct products, the furan-side monoadducted 8mer, the pyrone-side monoadducted12-mer, the furan-side monoadducted
12-mer, and the pyrone-side monoadducted 8-mer. Several oligonucleotides are then synthesized having overlapping complementary ends so
that the furan-side 8-mer or 12-mer can be ligated into a longer probe
with desired length and sequence.
In recent months, it has been found that if this samesystem is irradiated
at 390 nm, the photoreaction stops at monoadductwith 97%of the adduct
of the desired furan-side stereoisomer. This procedure was first described
by Chatterjee & Cantor (20), and it appears to be a worthwhile simplification relative to the above, if only furan-side monoadducts
are desired
(21).
EXPERIMENTAL

METHODS

Most hybridizations performed today start with the target bound to a
solid support, for examplea nylon or nitrocellulose membrane.The target
DNAis typically denatured and then attached to the membraneby drying
and baking or by the use of short wave-lengthultraviolet light. This attachment process yields a product that is poorly understood, both with respect
to the number of membraneattachment sites per defined length of DNA,
say per 1000bases, and with respect to the stability of the physical attachment. In fact, studies have shown that the membraneattachment process
is only 10 to 20%efficient following the standard hybridization and wash
procedures(22). Withsuch a small fraction of the initial target nucleic acid
remaining on the membranesfollowing these procedures, the use of such
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methodsfor analytical quality analysis must be questioned. Furthermore,
while it is generally believed that the membraneattachment eliminates
secondary structure from the target, makingit moreaccessible to hybridize
to the probe, quantitative analysis has shownthat only 10 to 20%of the
remaining targets of correct sequence hybridize to probe at saturation of
probe, suggesting either target secondarystructure or shielding of reactive
target by the membrane.Thus, membranehybridizations typically result
in 1-3% target coverage overall (23). Membraneattachment apparently
does eliminate the competing renaturation of complementary target
strands, so the regulation of kinetic conditions is often not a significant
consideration. A typical "dot blot or Southern blot" is allowed to hybridize
"overnight." It is, in fact, the convenience of membranehybridization
rather than its precision and accuracy that have resulted in its nearly
universal acceptance.
There are, however, two additional limitations to membranehybridization. First, the probe solution has to cover the membrane,so solution
volumesare relatively large. This is particularly a problemif 32pradiolabel
is used on the probe to identify successful attachment to the membrane.
Far more radioactive isotope is used than required for the hybridization
itself just to achieve sufficient hybridization solution volume. In such a
hybridization, the probe concentration must be kept low for two reasons.
It is experimentally observed that nonspecific backgroundhybridization
becomes severe at high probe concentrations (10 .8 Mor 10 9 M). In
addition, the levels of radioactivity required for these high concentrations
are prohibitively expensive and perhaps hazardous to humanhealth.
The second limitation is the time required for hybridization. With probe
excess, the half-life for the secondorder hybridization reaction is
F = 0.693/kLo]
where [p] is the molarity of the probe, and k is the binary rate constant
whosevalue is approximatedby 1.6 × 106 for all the conditions consideredin this review. Thus at l0 -8 M, the half-life is 43 see, but at 10-11 M, a
concentration more typically utilized, the half-life is 12 hr. Probe concentrations of 10 8 Mor higher are only feasible if solution hybridization
is done in very small volumes(i.e. 10 #1). The crosslinking procedure makes
such experiments feasible.
The major disadvantage of solution hybridization is that a subsequent
separation is required between the high molecular weight target, with
hybridized probe attached, and the remaining unhybridized probe. This
separation is effected in the dot blot or Southernblot experimentby careful
washing of the membraneat temperatures high or stringent enough to
disrupt nonspecific interactions between probe and target sequences and
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yet not "melt" the probe from its true target. This is relatively easy to do
with probes longer than 100 bases, since the differences in stabilities
between the probe hybridized to its target and the probe hybridized to
accidental short regions of sequence homologyare substantial. With short
probes, however, stability differences becomesmaller, and it is shownin
the THEORY
section that the best discrimination is achieved at the melting
temperature of the probe from its true target. At such conditions, equilibrium can shift rapidly and it maynot be possible to wash the hybrid
without washing the probe away from the target. For this reason, it may
be necessary to "fix" the equilibrium distribution of hybridized products
rapidly relative to the half-life of the hybridization reaction. In this review,
crosslinkable oligonucleotide probes and photochemistry are used for this
"fixation" process.
The logic of this procedure is only valid if the monoadducton the probe
does not alter the stability and specificity of the probe-target hybrid relative
to that observed with the unmodified probe. This question has been investigated in detail by Shi &Hearst (24), and they have concluded that HMT
monoadducts at 5’-TpA-3’ sites do not alter the melting temperatures
or other thermodynamic parameters associated with the hybridization
reaction. There is no reason for this to be true in general, but I-/MT
has been chosen as the most appropriate psoralen adduct to create this
situation. Adducts of 8-MOPwould destabilize the hybridization relative
to the unmodified interaction, and TMPwould generate stronger hybrids,
a conclusion suggested by the values of the intercalation binding constants
of these derivatives (25).
METHODS

OF

SEPARATION

Once the hybrid between probe and target has been covalently fixed by
the photochemical reaction, the unreacted labeled probe must be separated
from covalently linked probe and target. This separation has been achieved
in three ways. Crosslinked hybridization complexesbetween M13 circular
DNAtargets and HMT-modified 12-mer probes have been analyzed by
gel filtration
through a 1 cm x 7 cm agarose column (Bio-Rad; A-5m)
(23). Whenhybridization samples containing single-stranded target were
analyzed by gel filtration,
the column was eluted with 0.03 MNaOH,1
mMEDTAto avoid the chance formation of non-crosslinked
probetarget complexes. Both crosslinked and free probe peaks were eluted, thus
permitting a direct determination of the fraction of probe crosslinked to
the target.
An alternative procedure for size separation involves centrifugation of
the sample through a Centricon-30 cartridge (Amicon). These cartridges
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pass short oligonucleotide probes while the target DNAis concentrated
into a small volumethat is diluted and recentrifuged several times as a
wash procedure. The crosslinked samples were diluted to 0.5 ml with 0.1
Mphosphate (pH 4.0), 0.05% SDS, and 50% formamide. The sample was
then heated at 65 to 70C for five min and centrifuged in the Centricon
cartridge for 10 min at 5000 g. The retentates were diluted with 0.5 ml
of the hot wash solution mentioned above, and centrifuged again. This
procedure was repeated eight times. The final retentate was free of excess
probe (23).
A very effective separation procedure involves the use of alkaline agarose
gel electrophoresiso After hybridization and crosslinkage, each sample is
supplemented with 6 #g of low molecular weight RNA[homochromatography mix; Hay et al (26)] and enough excess target DNAto bring
to 100 ng. After adding carrier nucleic acid, samples were dehydrated
in a Speedvac. Each sample was then charged with dyes and diluted in
volume to 10 /A with deionized formamide. Electrophoresis was conducted in horizontal 1% agarose gels immersed in 30 mMNaOH,1 mM
EDTA. Addition of the homochromatography mixture reduced background due to nonspecific interaction of the probe with agarose. This
interaction was observed with both HMT-modifiedand unmodified oligonucleotides. In the presence of the indicated amount of RNA,up to 105
cts/min of radioactive probe could be loaded per well, with no background
problems. Addition of carrier DNApermitted the visualization of labeled
bands by ethidium bromide staining, making it possible to excise bands
for direct counting. Results were analyzed either by autoradiography or
scintillation counting. For autoradiography the gel was first neutralized
and then transferred onto filter paper by using a gel dryer (23).

SOME

EXPERIMENTAL

RESULTS

Gamperet al (23) have studied the hybridization of three HMT-monoadducted oligonucleotides, a 12-mer, a 13-mer and a 25-mer; each complementary to a portion of the polylinker regions of the single stranded
DNAof bacteriophages
M13mpS’or M13mpl9. Photofixation
of the
probe-target complex was studied under two conditions. By quick cooling
the hybridization solution after the reaction had continued for the desired
time and then irradiating the cold sample, the kinetics and equilibria
for hybridization of these oligonucleotides to M13 were determined. By
irradiating the hybridization solution at or near the melting temperature
of the probe-target complex, rapid fixation of the reacting solution was
possible, and the reaction between probe and unhybridized target could
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be driven further to obtain high yields of probe-target hybrid. This
phenomenonhas been called "photochemical pumping."
As an example of the important variables associated with such photochemically fixed hybridization reactions, the reaction of the 13-merwith
M13mp19 DNAis nowdiscussed (23). Figure 3 shows the photochemically
fixed hybridization profile of this probe-target system. The control hybridization of this same probe to M13mp8DNAshowed no detectable
hybridization, despite the fact that this target DNAcontained a complementarysequence with only two mismatchesto the 13-mer probe, providing clear evidence for the specificity of the photochemicallyfixed hybridization. In Figure 3a, the hybridizationwasfixed after 1 hr of reaction;
in Figure 3b, the hybridization was fixed after 24 hr. The probe concentration of 4.8 x 10-9 Mcorrespondsto a theoretical half-life for the
probe-targethybridization of only 90 secs and yet it is clear fromthe two
curves that far slower processes are occurring during the hybridization
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process. These profiles should be interpreted as "melting" profiles, since
the DNAhelix is destabilized by high formamide concentration muchas
it is by high temperature.
Howcan we interpret these curves? The fall in hybridization at formamideconcentrations above 25 %in both curves is clearly due to the loss
of stability of the helical base-pairing interaction and maybe interpreted
as a melt of the interaction. The similarity of the twoprofiles in this region
suggests that the kinetics were rapid relative to one hour and that the
signal was primarily determined by the probe-target equilibrium. Some
photochemical pumping may have occurred in this region during the 5
min irradiation or fixation step. The region between 0 and 25 %formamide
was clearly not at equilibrium after 1 hr. Since the kinetics in this region
were slow, the magnitude of the hybridization signal was determined by
the degree of hybridization that had occurred at the time of fixation. As
the percentage formamide became lower in this region, secondary and
tertiary interactions in the M13target DNAbecame more stable and
accessibility of the target sequence, both in terms of the rate at whichit
became available through thermal rearrangements and in terms of the
equilibrium fraction of target available, was reduced. In addition, it is
possible that metastable interactions betweenprobe and nonspecific target
sequences might have reduced the free probe concentration, thus reducing
the rate of the binary process still further.
The plateau in Figure 3b suggests that 24 hr was sufficient time for probetarget complexto achieve near equilibrium in the solutions containing l0
to 22% formamide. Notice that maximumtarget coverage (14%) was
nearly the same for both time conditions, suggesting that under these
equilibrium conditions only 14%of the target sequence was interacting
with probe, because it was competedfor by other secondary and tertiary
interactions in the target M13DNAmolecule.
Thus, in summary,we must conclude that there are substantial advantages associated with performing hybridization at conditions that favor
rapid equilibrium between probe and target and between the manysinglestranded conformations the target is capable of forming. Such conditions
involve either high temperatures or high formamide concentrations. At
conditions near the melting temperature of the probe from its target,
photopumpingis possible and high coverage can be eventually achieved.
Figure 4 (22) hows the time course of the photoreaction of an HMTmodified 25-mer with target M13mp19 DNAat or near melting conditions
that satisfy the criteria for efficient photochemical pumping. Both hybridization and photofixation were carried out concurrently in 100 mM
NaC1, 10 mMTris-HC1, pH 7.0, 1 mMEDA(1X NTE) containing 35%
formamide with 6.5 × 10-8 M probe. The probe-target melting tern-
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Figure 4 Continuous photochemical pmnping of the hybridization equilibrium between
HMT-modified25-met and single-stranded M 13 mp 19 DNA.Annealing and photofixation
were carried out at 45°C in 1X NTEwith 35%formamide, Aliquots of 5/~1 were removedafter
-9.
the indicated times of irradiation for analysis by Centricon-30. [MI3DNA]
= 2.08 × 10
[Probe] = 6.48 × 10-8 (22).

perature under these conditions is 48°C, and the half-life for the hybridization reaction is approximately 7 sec. Figure 4 shows a very rapid
reaction of 30%of the target with probe, presumably reflecting the fact
that 30%of the target under these conditions is readily accessible. The
remaining sequences, which react more slowly, are masked by a secondary
structure that becomesavailable with a muchslower rate. After 8 min of
photopumping,57%of the target is reacted.
In addition to the advantages of time and degree of target coverage
associated with photocrosslinkable probes, blotting and membranehybridization can be avoided. The concept of a "Reverse Southern" was
introduced by Gamperet al (22). They demonstrated that single stranded
target can be covalently labeled with radioactive probe prior to gel elec-
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trophoresis, thus eliminating the need to blot and hybridize to the filter
before autoradiography (Figure 5).
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The symbol z is used to refer to target; the symbol p to probe; and the
symbolzp to the helical duplex between target and probe. The equilibrium
betweenthese three forms is represented by the chemical reaction
z+p = zp.
The most elementary helix-coil transition theory for this system defines an
initiation factor,/~, and an equilibrium constant for the closure of a base
pair once a chain has been initiated, s. The two-state helix-coil theory, in
whicheach pair is viewedto be equally stable to all other base pairs in a
helical run, leads to Eq. 1 for long chains (27-31)
~’
K=/Sa

1.

where n+ 1 equals the number of base pairs in the helix (n equals the
numberof base-stacking interactions). The equilibrium constant, K, associated with this two-state modelis defined by Eq. 2
K = [~p]

2.

[~]D]"

Uponintroduction of the thermodynamicparameters, the enthalpy of base
pair elongation, AH, and the entropy of base pair elongation, AS, and
with an alternate representation of the initiation parameter, Eq. 2 for the
equilibrium constant becomes
g =e- 2"3°~e--(nAH/RT)e(n&S/R)

3.

where T is the hybridization temperature and R is the gas constant.
The logarithmic form of Eq. 3 is written
In K = -2.3~z-n(AH/RT)+n(z~S/R).
The temperature,
Furthermore,

T~, is defined

by the equation,

T~o = AH/AS.

In K = In ~j- -In [p].
Anexpression for the logarithm to the base 10 of the ratio of boundtarget
to free target in terms of the thermodynamicparameters is obtained by
rearranging the above equations, yielding Eq. 4:
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A

4
X

ng DNA

Figure 5 Detection of single-stranded MI3 mp19 DNA with a high concentration of HMTmodified 25-mer probe. A concentration series of M13 DNA was hybridized and photofixed
to HMT-modified 25-mer by irradiating each sample for 8 min at 45°C in 1X NTE with
35% formamide. The samples were then processed through Centricon-30. ( A ) Yield of
photochemically fixed radiolabeled probe versus concentration of MI3 DNA. ( E ) Same
samples electrophoresed through a 1% alkaline agarose gel. In comparison to Fig. 5A, lane
1 is the 0.5 ng sample; lane 2, 2.5 ng; lane 3, 1.0 ng; lane 4, 0.50 ng; lane 5 , 0.25 ng; lane 6,
0.10 ng, lane 7, 0.05 ng; lane 8, 0.025 ng each in 5 pl volume. [Probe] = 6.56 x lo-' M.
Target coverage was approximately 60% (22).
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log

[zpl = ~n(AT/T)-- {a-- log [p])
~

4.

where y = -AS/2.3R and AT = Too--T.
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Discrimination

Under Equilibrium

Conditions

(32)

A typical hybridization experiment involves the use of a single stranded
probe of length (n + 1) to identify a specific sequenceof the samelength
a genome containing a total of N base pairs, which is assumed to be
entirely composed of unique sequences of DNA.Background in such an
experiment originates from two sources. Nonspecific background arises
whenprobe molecules bind to material other than nucleic acid. "Specific"
background arises when probe molecules bind specifically to nontarget
regions of nucleic acids that are present during the hybridization assay. A
hybridization of p to ~, which is devoid of a specific backgroundsignal,
requires that the accidental homologoussubsequences in the target or
genomicnucleic acid that might be complementaryto shorter stretches of
adjacent bases in the probe are sufficiently infrequent and have insufficient
strength of interaction with the probe to represent an appreciable background. At equilibrium, specific background is inherently present. The
amountof specific background, however, is governed by the hybridization
conditions under which equilibrium is established. To understand qualitatively the dependenceof the specific backgroundon the various factors
that contribute to hybridization, a mathematical parameter, V, is defined
as the numberof decades of discrimination and is given by Eq. 5:
V= log {[zp]/[Z]xov}, - log {[z’p]/[z’]xox},,

5.

wherethe parameter [Z]vov represents the total target concentration whether
covered or free, n equals the numberof nucleotides in the probe, n’ (which
is less than n) equals the numberof nucleotides in a subsequence of the
probe to which complementarity may be found in nucleic acid sequences
other than the true target sequence, [z’]xox is the total concentration of
such complementary(n’ ÷ 1)mers in the solution, whether covered or free,
and [~’p] is the concentration of probe hybridized to such (n’+ 1)mers.
Figure 6 showsplots of the log of the inverse fraction of occupiedtargets
of lengths n and n’, which have been drawnusing Eq. 4. These plots should
be interpreted as logarithmic melting curves for the short probes from the
targets. These curves are plotted in terms of dimensionless parameters and
are therefore independent of the details of the values of AH,AS, 7, and
They deviate from Eq. 4 and develop curvature near [zp] = [z] because the
ratio [Z]xox/[zp], unlike [z]/[zp], is unable to be less than 1. There are two
sets of curves in Figure 6 that correspond to two values 6f [p]. Each set
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:12

0
0
¯ y (~,T/T)
Figure 6 Plot of the logarithm to the base l 0 of the ratio of total target to target hybridized
with probe versus the dimensionless stability parameter 7(AT/T) for n = 25 and {a-log [p]}
equal 12 and 6 (--). Plot of the logarithm to the base 10 of the ratio of total (n’+ 1)mer
concentration with complementarity to probe sequences to the concentration of (n’+ l)merprobe hybrid for n’ = 16 and {a-log [p]} equal 12 and 6 (----). The heavy vertical arrows
are equal in length to the numberof decades of discrimination at the midpoint of the melting
transition of probe with target for {a-log [p]} equal 12 and 6 (32).

contains a curve for which n = 25 and n’ = 16. The log {[Z’]TOX/[z’p]} is
calculated by Eq. 4, where n’ is substituted for n. The two curves of each
set intersect at AT= 0, near the melting temperature of the infinitely long
helix. Note that at low Lo], the melting temperature of the probe from its
target is low (large AT), and that at relatively high Lo], the probe melts
from its target at much higher temperature. The maximumnumber of
decades of discrimination occurs at the value of ~(AT/T) where there is a
maximum
difference between the n’ curve and the n curve. This condition
can be determinedanalytically, for it is the point wherethe tangents of the
two curves are equal. However,for all useful conditions, an approximate
value of the abscissa is the value for which the longer sequence, n + 1
long, has [z]/[zp] = 1, or the midpoint of its melting curve. The points of
maximum
number of decades of discrimination of each of the two sets are
indicated on Figure 6. Note that V is muchlarger for the low value of [p]
than it is for the large Lo]. Ananalytical expression for V is shownin Eq.
6:
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6.

where6 is the displacementfrom the straight line plot in Figure 6 associated
with the curvature near [z]/[zp] = 1. The n’ curve must be linear at the
midpoint value of ?n(AT/T) for Eq. 6 to be valid. Nowwith the approximation that the evaluation of 6 should be madeat [z]/[~p] = 1,
6=1og0.5

or6=-0.3.
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At this midpoint of the transition of probe with target, Eq. 4 showsthat
~(AT/T) = {a-log [p]}/n.

7.

The final expression for the numberof decades of discrimination is shown
in Eq. 8
V = {a--log [p]}{(n-n’)/n}-0.3.

8.

Equation 8 is extremely interesting, for it showsthat discrimination at
equilibrium depends only on the initiation parameter of Eq. 1 and is
completely independent of the enthalpy of helix formation/bp and the
entropy of helix formation/bp. It depends logarithmically upon the concentration of probe and it dependson the relative lengths of base sequences
being compared.The best available estimate of/3 for polynucleotide chains
comesfrom Pohl (33) although several other references are consistent with
this estimate. A typical range for values of/~ that has occurred in the
literature is 10 3 to 10-5 (34-40). Using the value offl = 1.6 × 10 -4 from
Pohl, ~ = 3.8. Thus our final Eq. 9 for the V of decades of discrimination
is
V = {3.8-1og

[p]

~ -0.3.

9.

It should be pointed out that Eq. 9 addresses only the discrimination
between true target and partially homologoussequences that are n" in
length and continuous in length. In a hybridization experiment it is likely
that the probe will also associate with (n’+ 1) bases through manynoncontiguous base pairings. For these situations, Eq. 9 will yield an underestimate of the numberof decades of discrimination, since the free energies
associated with mismatches and bulges are not considered. Theoretically,
Eq. 8 applies to the situation of (n’+ 1) noncontinuousbase-pairings if the
parameter ~ is adjusted to include the free energies of the internal mismatches and bulges. Thus, the conclusions presented for the case of continuous base-pairings of (n’+ 1) length are also valid for the general case
of (n’+l) total base pair interactions,
although the thermodynamic
parameters describing the more complexcase will be altered and variable.
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Kinetic

Advantages

of Crosslinkable

Probes

All that has been derived up to this point applies to equilibrium distributions of probe and target. Is it really feasible to achieve equilibrium
in these complexsystems and, if so, howmuchtime will this process take?
The answers to these questions depend upon whether hybridization is
achieved by a solution format or by immobilization techniques. Solution
formats provide advantages because hybridization can be conducted in
small volumes (~ 5-10 /~M), which facilitates
the use of higher probe
concentrations and enhances the hybridization rates. Twocentral points
must be recognized if solution hybridization with short probes is to be
practical. First, the equilibrium distribution of base pairing interactions in
solution will always favor "Watson (w) finding Crick (c)." The genomic
DNAwill always be in long enough sections so that a short oligonucleotide
probe, even at 1 molar concentrations, cannot compete with the greater
stability of wc over zp. The only way for a solution hybridization experimentto be successful is to entrap kinetically an intermediate state in which
the probe-target interaction is much more frequent than the perfectly
renatured natural interaction of complementarygenomic strands. Second,
since time is an essential variable, the ability to freeze the distribution
of interactions in a mannerthat does not alter the distribution is very important. This review is restricted to a discussion of photochemicalcrosslinkage as the methodof choice for this quenching process, for it can be
accomplished in times several orders of magnitude shorter than any of the
chemical reactions that alter the distribution. Nevertheless, quick cooling
techniques as well as rapid mixing procedures are also effective under
appropriate conditions.
If one is to trap a probe/target complex before genomicDNArenatures,
the relative rates of hybridization of the two reactions are a central consideration. The hybridization reaction of probe with target, and the
reaction between complementary genomic sequences, are second-order
reactions. The rate at which they occur is determined by the rate of helix
nucleation. The zippering up of the DNAafter nucleation for pieces of
DNA
of interest to us (ie. fragments 5000bases or shorter) is so rapid that
it is not necessary to consider this process in the kinetic analysis. The rate
of reaction of probe with target maybe written in terms of a binary rate
constant, kp, wherethe subscript, p, refers to the probe
d[z]
dt = kpLo][z].
The reaction of any ith section of "Watson" with its appropriate ith
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section of "Crick" mayalso be written in terms of a binary rate constant,
ka, where the subscript, g, refers to the genome

d[wi]
d~ = k~ [wi][c,].
The times required for these two reactions to be half completed are
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Fp = 0.693/kp[p]; Fa = I/ka[w].
For the first of these, the probe is considered to be in vast excess. For the
second, [w] equals [c].
Now,howdo the binary rate constants, k~ and kg, compare?The binary
rate constant can be calculated from the renaturation data or Cot curves
of Britten & Kohne (5). These kinetics were done on fragments of DNA
approximately 400 bases long, at a salt concentration of 0.18 M, and a
temperature approximately 20°C below the melting temperature of the
DNA.The resulting rate constant is ka = 1.6 x l06 1/mol sec. Riesner &
Romer(41) present data on short oligonucleotides that are in excellent
agreement with this number. Their numbers range from 105 to 107; the
most frequent values are between 1.5 × 10 6 and 5.5 × l0 6. These values
were obtained in 1 Msalt at 17°C. This suggests the binary rate constant
is length independent.
Froma different point of view, the probability of nucleation should be
proportional to the length of the fragments that are renaturing if there is
an equal probability of initiating a nucleation at any site along the
fragment. This would predict the binary rate constant to be proportional
to the length of the fragments that are renaturing. Such a strong dependence of the binary rate constant on the length of renaturing fragments
has never been observed experimentally. Wetmur&Davidson (42) observed
a square root dependenceof the rate constant on the numberof nucleotides
in the renaturing fragments, L, for high molecular weight DNAs.They
presented the equation [modified in Bloomfield et al, p. 365, (29)] of the
form
1/2.
kg = 3 x 105L
The parameter, L, is equivalent to (n+ l) for the renaturation of short
probes or, alternatively, L equals the average numberof nucleotides in the
fragments of genomic DNAwith which the probe renaturation
must
compete. The Wetmur-Davidsonexpression also predicts a binary rate
constant of 1.6 × l06 for a 25-merprobe, but it predicts a rate enhancement
by a factor of l0 over this for restriction fragments of length 2500-5000
bases. The only issue is which of these two models is most accurate, an
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issue that will ultimately be settled by experimentation. Either possibility
could be correct, for if there is a strong bias for nucleation at ends, the
length dependence observed by Wetmur& Davidson might not manifest
itself until lengths exceed several thousand nucleotides. The conclusions
drawn here are based on the length-independent model or constant binary
reaction rate constant.
If the probe is to compete kinetically with genomic renaturation, the
probe concentration must exceed the target concentration, since the
second-order rate constants are approximately equal for the two reactions.
Clearly, photocrosslinkable probes can entrap a pseudo-equilibrium
between probe and target. This kinetic advantage is optimized when the
probe concentration exceeds the target concentration by at least a factor
of 100. If this is the case, it will take the genome100 times longer to
renature than it will take the probe to find its target. The reaction should
be stopped in four or five half-lives. If the probe concentration is 10-8 M,
this corresponds to approximately 3-4 rain of hybridization before the
reaction is photochemically quenched. Solution hybridization of a
crosslinkable probe at this concentration to a single copy sequence in the
humangenome satisfies this condition. A 1.5 mg/ml solution of human
DNAis 10-12 tool/1 in all unique human sequences. Thus, the probe is
100,000 times more concentrated than humanunique sequences, so genomic renaturation will not competesignificantly in the pseudo-equilibrium
distributions achieved in our 3-4 min.
Probin 9 an Entire Genome for a Single Unique Sequence
Technically the most challenging objective is the identification of a single
unique sequence in a sample of eucaryotic DNA,for example in a sample
of human DNA.Although examples of successful colony hybridization
on cloned human libraries
(43) and on fractionated
human DNA
electrophoretic
gels (10) have been reported, the goal of a direct
hybridization with no significant background remains elusive. What are
the necessary conditions for such a hybridization? Consider a photocrosslinkable probe of length n + 1 with the crosslinkable modification at
the center of the probe. If genomic sequences are complementary to an
n’ ÷ 1 long section of the probe containing the crosslinkable site, and if
n’ < n/2 then the numberof crosslinkable (n’+ 1)mers in the (n+ 1)mer
n’. If n’ > n/2, then the numberof such crosslinkable (n’+ 1)mers is n- n’.
If, on the other hand, the crosslinkable site is at one end of the probe, the
numberof such erosslinkable (n’+ 1)mers is always
For each of these three cases discussed above, on a random sequence
basis the numberof complementary(n’ + l )mers in a genomeof size N is:
Case I--Conventional hybridization, all n’; site at the center, n’ > n/2
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q) = 2(n--n’ + 1)N(4)-(’’+ l)
Case II--Site at the center, n’ <
"’
@+
= 2n’N(4)-¢
at one end
@= 2N(4)-(.’+ ~.
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Case III--Site

Figure 7 contains a plot of these functions, log @, as a function of n’.
For low background, the probability of a reaction at a complementary
sequence other than the real target sequence should be less than some

I

I

N= 9
3xlO
]: nmin ; 19

I0

I0

[P]mox= -9
1.9 x I0
8

6

4

0

0

I

5

I0

15

20

25

n’
Figure 7 Minimal conditions required for low background. Tile conditions presented in
Table 1 were used to generate the curves in thi~ figure. The vertical distance between Vand
log @on this plot determines the values of 10-v @ needed in the determination of the
percentage specific background(32).
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arbitrary small number, for example, O.O1. In order to achieve this
condition, Eq. lO must be satisfied for all values ofn’
V-log @ > 2.

10.

By observing Fig. 2, it is clear that the shortest possible probe that will
satisfy this condition must do so at n = n’; this leads us to Eq. 11
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4n > 50N.

11.

The minimumlength probe that satisfies
genome(N = 3 x 109) is 19.
Background

as a Percentage

this equation for the human

of Signal

(32)

For any value of n’, the background signal associated with hybridization
to (n’+ l)mers complementaryto the probe relative to the true signal
10-v @. The sum of all contributions from n’ = 1 to n’ = n is
Replacing this sum with an integration, the following closed expressions
for each of the above three cases are obtained. The backgroundsignal, B,
becomes:
Case III
BilI ----- (N/2tP)10-°[eq’n __ v]e
where O = cx-log Lo] and W= 2.303®/n-1.386.
12.

Case 11
Bn = (N/2q/z) 10-°[eVn(~Pn- 1)-eV( ~P- 1)].
Case I
B1 =

(n+ 1)BII I

--BII.

Table 1 contains the data for the minimumlength of probes based on
Eq. i 1 and the maximumprobe concentrations for the same minimum
probe lengths evaluated with Eq. 10 at n’ = 1. Case I represents the conventional hybridization experiment with no use of a crosslinking agent.
Table 1

Minimal conditions of discrimination
Case

nmi
n

mol/1
Half-life, Fp, sec
Background, B
[P] ....

I
19
-9
1.9 × 10
230
50%

II
21
-8
5 × 10
8.7
64%

III
19
-8
4.4 × 10
9.8
27%
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Case II represents the condition in which the probe contains a erosslinking
agent at its center, and Case III represents the condition of a crosslinking
agent at one of the ends of the probe. Note the advantage in reaction time
of a factor of 30 provided by the erosslinkable probe over the noncrosslinkable probe.
Table 2 compares the same parameters at a constant, convenient probe
length (n = 25) and a constant probe concentration of 5 × 10- 8. Note the
enormousadvantage in background (evaluated by using Eqs. 12) that the
crosslinkable probe provides for these conditions.

SENSITIVITY LIMITED BY THE METHOD
FOR DETECTION OF PROBE
An oligonucleotide probe that is labeled at one phosphate with 6000
Ci/mmol P32 can detect 100 attomoles of a unique gene at a level of
radioactivity
of 1200 dpm. At 1.5 mg/ml human DNA,100 attomoles
requires a volumeof 0.10 ml, a volume somewhatinconvenient to load on
a gel for separation of excess probe from the photocrosslinked target.
Although the arguments presented here suggest that background should
not create a significant problem in this experiment, the levels of radioactivity are more modest than what is desirable and the quantities of
human DNAare high for typical clinical samples. We can hope that
sensitive photon absorption or fluorescence techniques will provide an
improvementupon this situation and avoid the need for radioactive probe.
CONCLUSIONS
A rapid hybridization assay for single copy unique sequences or low copy
numberpathogens is technically feasible. The only impedimentto greater
sensitivity is a more sensivitve detection system. Conditions capable of
eliminating the contribution of binding to nontarget sequences have been
defined. The necessary conditions for specific hybridization to the human
Table 2 Constant conditions for hybridization
human genome
Case
n~i.
Lo], mol/1
Half-life, Fp, sec
Background, B

to single copy regions in the

I

II

25
-8
5 × 10
8.7
102%

25
-8
5 × 10
8.7
9%

III
25
-s
5 × I0
8.7
4.6%
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genomeinclude an oligonucleotide probe at least 20 bases long for which
the maximumallowable probe concentration is 5 × 10 8. Longer probes
provide greater discrimination and allow for somewhathigher probe concentrations. Selection of the optimal condition for attainment of equilibrium requires that temperature and solvent conditions be found at the
midpoint of the melting transition of the probe from its target. It is also
essential that the probe be in molar excess of the target by a factor of 100
or more in order to avoid the complication of genomic renaturation,
which competes with probe renaturation. The half-life of the approach to
equilibrium of probe with target is simply related to free probe concentration. At log [p] = -6, the half-life is 0.4 see. At log Lo] = -7, the
half-life is 4 sec. At log [p] = -8, the half-life is 43 sec. Thus, if rapid
approach to equilibrium is desired, probe concentrations lower than these
should not be used. Finally, these procedures suggest the need for a method
of freezing the equilibrium distribution in short times. Photocro~slinkage
can be used for this purpose.
The ability of the hybridization procedures described in this review to
distinguish single point mismatches between probe and target remains
to be tested. In addition to providing new procedures for hybridization
diagnostics, renaturation experiments under conditions of equilibrium
with respect to probe and target coupled with photofixation of the equilibrium distribution will provide new insights into the thermodynamicand
kinetic parameters that are important for a thorough understanding of
this complexprocess.
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